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Abstract—Consolidation consists in scheduling multiple vir-
tual machines onto fewer servers in order to improve resource
utilization and to reduce operational costs due to power
consumption. However, virtualization technologies do notof-
fer performance isolation, causing applications’ slowdown. In
this work, we propose a performance enforcing mechanism,
composed of a slowdown estimator, and a interference- and
power-aware scheduling algorithm. The slowdown estimator
determines, based on noisy slowdown data samples obtained
from state-of-the-art slowdown meters, if tasks will complete
within their deadlines, invoking the scheduling algorithm if
needed. When invoked, the scheduling algorithm builds per-
formance and power aware virtual clusters to successfully
execute the tasks. We conduct simulations injecting synthetic
jobs which characteristics follow the last version of the Google
Cloud tracelogs. The results indicate that our strategy can
be efficiently integrated with state-of-the-art slowdown meters
to fulfil contracted SLAs in real-world environments, while
reducing operational costs in about 12%.

Keywords-Kalman filter; virtualization; energy-efficiency;
quality of service; performance interference.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Virtualization is an essential technology in cloud com-
puting, because it renders flexible and scalable system
services, creating a powerful computing environment. Cloud
platforms employ virtualization to encapsulate workloadsin
multiple isolated execution environments through creating
multiple virtual machines (VMs), and consolidate them on
shared hardware platforms. Cloud computing is progres-
sively being adopted in different scenarios, such as scientific
computation and data analysis experiments [16]. Scientific
applications and experiments are usually composed of a
certain number of tasks, with various computation and data
needs. By using cloud based technologies, scientists can
have easy access to large distributed infrastructures, with
the ability to scale up and down the computing resources
according to the applications needs.

Despite the use of virtualization as a manner to guarantee
manageability and availability properties, remains, though,
big challenges such as reduce power consumption and
guarantee service level agreements (SLAs), which is a key
element to support and empower quality-of-service (QoS).
However, guarantee the expected QoS for applications, and
reduce the energy consumption at the same time, is not

trivial due to QoS deviations. The cause of such deviations
from expected performance relies in technological limita-
tions and diverse scheduling policies. Regarding the former
reason, virtualization does not guarantee performance isola-
tion between VMs [10], [11], [12], meaning that applications
performance can change due to the existence of other co-
resident VMs sharing the underlying hardware resources.
This phenomenon is known as performance interference. The
later reason involves specific objectives such as reductionof
operational costs, by scheduling multiple VMs onto fewer
servers in order to minimize power consumption. However,
optimizing energy efficiency through consolidation of VMs
is challenging since it can degrade applications’ perfor-
mance. In the specific case of deadline-driven applications,
users reserving a certain quantity of resources capacity
cannot unfortunately expect that an application finishes ina
specified amount of time (reserving a quantity of resources
is not equal to achieving an application QoS).

In this paper, we propose to dynamically manage the
execution of CPU-bounded tasks, deployed in a private
cloud infrastructure. Additionally, co-located VMs suffer
from performance interference due to contention in on-
chip resources. Our strategy aims at improving energy
efficiency, while maximizing the rate of completed jobs
by their deadlines. This work represents an extension of
[2], and the main contributions are: (i) a mechanism to
determine the effective slowdown of tasks, based on noisy
data samples provided by state-of-the-art slowdown meters;
(ii) a scheduling algorithm that constructs interference-and
power-aware virtual clusters. The aim is to build virtual
clusters able to successfully accomplish applications QoS
requirements (execute the tasks by their deadlines), with less
energy consumption.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses related work. Section III details targeted
scenario. In section IV, the mathematical formulation of the
problem is established, as well the proposed mechanism
to detect slowdowns and schedule tasks. Section V defines
the evaluation metrics, characterizes the workloads utilized,
and sets up the simulation scenario. Section VI discusses
results. Section VII concludes this paper and introduces
future research directions.



II. RELATED WORK

There has been intensive work on quantifying and predict-
ing effects of interference from on-chip resources (e.g. CPU,
last-level-cache (LLC), and memory bandwidth), and opti-
mization of energy-efficiency. Govindan et al. [17] propose
Cuanta, a framework for predicting increase in task finish
time among consolidated workloads due to shared LLC and
memory bandwidth. It implies a profiling phase, by con-
ducting a set of experiments to generate a full interference
vector for an application, when executed with any set of
N − 1 applications co-located on the other cores. Authors
underline the portability of the proposal, since it does not
rely on cache-related hardware counters, and the needless
of changing the software stack of the hosting platforms.
Results demonstrate that Cuanta is able to predict application
performance for a variety of co-location scenarios within 7%
of the measured performance. Authors have also illustrated
the usefulness of Cuanta for guiding VM consolidation
decisions to yield better workload placement decisions for
given performance and resource cost objectives, finding the
the appropriate energy efficiency and performance trade-off.
Our work differs from this approach in the sense that our
slowdown estimator is complementary to Cuanta, removing
any noise in its reads, and our proposed scheduling algorithm
leverages virtualization mechanisms to mitigate interference
effects, by assigning more resources as needed.

Kim et al. [18] propose a performance-maximizing VM
scheduler algorithm that deals with performance impact due
to contention in shared LLC. The aim is to identify VM
arrangement that minimizes the performance interferences
and the number of active servers, thus being possible
to reduce energy consumption by turning off redundant
servers. Authors propose a scheduling algorithm that co-
locates a VM that has large cache demand with a VM
that has small cache demand, in order to improve overall
performance. Cache demand for a VM can be determined
when it is running, without the need of prior profiling of
workloads. The results have shown a decrease in average
performance degradation ratio in about 16%. Even though,
average performance degradation ratio remains above 14%.
Again, our work differs from this approach in the sense that
our proposal deals with performance mitigation disregarding
the size of cache demand for co-hosted applications, whilst
optimizes energy-efficiency. In this sense, our proposal can
reduce average performance degradation ratio far below 14%
achieved by these authors’ proposal.

Zhu et al. developed pSciMapper [19] to consolidate
scientific workloads with dissimilar requirements, focusing
on the interference between the resource requirements, and
reduction of total power consumption with lower execution
slowdown. Authors start by investigating how the resource
usage impacts the total power consumption, and then they
analyse the correlation between performance and power

consumption with consolidation of different types of work-
loads. Based on observations gained from experiments, the
consolidation algorithm estimates the consumed power and
execution time using the model trained offline, and apply on-
line consolidation algorithm, to search for the optimal VMs
to physical machines (PMs) consolidation mapping. Results
demonstrated that pSciMapper is able to reduce power
consumption by up to 56%, with less than 15% slowdown,
with low scheduling overhead. Our work is complementary
to pSciMapper, in the way it proposes to efficiently estimate
slowdown in execution time of applications by using noisy
slowdown samples retrieved from slowdown meters (as the
one proposed by Zhu et al.). Besides that, our algorithm
dynamically performs VMs to PMs adaptations in order to
deal with performance interference and power inefficiencies.

Nathuji et al. [20] proposed Q-Clouds, which utilizes
online feedback to build a multi-input multi-output model
to capture performance interferences among consolidated
CPU-bounded workloads. The framework reacts to perfor-
mance degradation by adjusting processor allocation for
each application based on the required SLA. Through the
hypervisor, it sets the cap mechanisms on each VM to
control the processing resources an application can use. It
works by maintaining free resources to be lately used in the
adjustment, without the need to determine the underlying
sources of interference. Furthermore, the authors use Q-
States to differentiate various levels of SLA so that they
can dynamically provision underutilized resources, thereby
improving system efficiency. Results show that performance
interference is mitigated completely when resources are
available, and the use of Q-states improves system utilization
by up to 35%. Our proposal goes further and it additionally
improves energy-efficiency, with acceptable impact in de-
fined SLA.

Dwyer et al. [14] focused on modelling the degrada-
tion from sharing the multicore chip’s resources. In this
regarding, authors have developed an interesting machine
learning model that estimates the slowdown of consolidated
HPC applications with previously unseen workloads. The
slowdown can be estimated inexpensively online, without
requiring running applications in isolation or perturb their
execution. By using machine learning approach, authors
could discover complex relationships between a variety of
factors and filter out the factors that are not important,
allowing the methodology to be seamlessly ported between
two machines with different hardware counters, cache and
system bus architectures. Authors evaluated their model on
an HPC cluster running scientific workloads, with an algo-
rithm that improves performance, but uses more energy than
a Best-Fit approach. Our work is complementary in the sense
that it can be applied to decision making under uncertainty
due to noisy slowdown samples. Moreover, our scheduling
algorithm leverages dynamic update of Xen credit scheduler
cap parameter to improve performance and energy efficiency.



III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We consider a typical private cloud computing infrastruc-
ture, with homogeneous PMs having the same CPUC and
memoryM capacities, network bandwidthN , and equal
access to a shared storage spaceS for storing VMs images.
A job j submitted to the Cloud is a set of independent
CPU-intensive workload tasks expressed in Mflop,j =
{t1, ..., tn}. As studied by [10], [11], [12], co-hosted CPU-
bounded tasks are subject of slowdown due interference
caused by sharing of on-chip resources (e.g. CPU, LLC, and
memory bandwidth). A VM encapsulates the task execution
environment. Multiple distinct VMs can be mapped to a
single PM, but a VM will run on top of one PM at a
time. Each job has a completion deadline, which equals the
deadline of its longest task. Jobs deadlines start countingas
soon as cloud users submit them. A job is scheduled if a VM
can be assigned to each one of its tasks. Unscheduled jobs
are postponed for later scheduling. When a task completes,
or reaches its deadline, the cloud manager collects it.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section presents the mathematical basis of this multi-
objective problem to schedule the tasks.

A. Power-Efficiency Objective

Based on [6], it works by estimating the power consump-
tion Pi for a PM i, through the linear power model in (1).

Pi = p1 + p2× CPUi (1)

whereCPUi is the usage of CPU in PMi and varies within
[0,1], p1 is the power consumption when PM is idle, and
p2 is the power consumption due to CPU usage, which is
proportional to the overall system load [3]. Equation (2)
defines the power-efficiencyEPi

, and reflects how much
useful work is produced under the power consumption [3].

EPi
=

CPUi

p1 + p2× CPUi

× (p1 + p2) (2)

increases monotonically with CPU usage, reaching 1 when
CPU usage is 1. For a PMi, if γ samples of CPU usage
are detected below specified CPU thresholdτ within the
sliding window, then the scheduling algorithm is invoked to
optimize the system overall power-efficiencyEP , expressed
by (3).

EP =

∑f

s=1

∑
u

i=1
EPi

u

f
, ∀u ≤ h (3)

where u is the number of active PMs at samples, f is
the number of samples taken along the simulation, andh is
the total number of PMs composing the infrastructure. By
efficiently consolidating VMs, idle PMs can be switched to
sleep mode, so as to reduce power consumption [5].

B. Performance Interference Mitigation Objective

This work extends our previous work [2] by considering
the slowdownβi(t) experienced by taskt in nodei due to
contention in shared on-chip resources, as expressed in (4).

βi(t) =

W (t,µ)

r̃i(t)
− W (t,µ)

ri(t)

W (t,µ)
ri(t)

+ ε (4)

whereW (t, µ) is the remaining workload (in Mflop) of task
t at instantµ, and ri(t) and r̃i(t) are the expected and
effectively obtained CPU resources (in Mflops) assigned to
the task, respectively. Thus,βi(t) can be negative (i.e. task
is executing faster) or positive, and the same applies to pre-
diction errorε (i.e. average error in slowdown samples plus
random fluctuations). The scheduling algorithm is invoked
if βi(t) prevents taskt to finish by its deadline.

C. Performance Interference Detection Logic

This section describes the proposed mechanism to predict
the execution time of tasks with performance deviations.

1) Kalman Filter (KF) Noise Removal:The simple
Kalman filter [7] is a powerful estimator, that has the ability
to smooth noisy data and to provide reliable estimates
of signals affected by indirect, inaccurate and uncertain
observations (e.g. Gaussian noise). It estimates a parameter
with two steps, namely time update (predict) and measure-
ment update (correct). In the time update step, the filter
projects the current state estimate ahead in time, while the
measurement update adjusts the projected estimate by an
actual measurement at that time, so as to obtain an improved
estimate. The mathematical formulation is presented along
(5)–(9). In particular: the state prediction (i.e. predicts the
new transitory slowdown ahead) is expressed by (5), and
the covariance prediction (i.e. estimates how much error
ahead) is represented by (6). These two equations convey
the discrete Kalman filter time update.

β̂k = Aβk−1 +Buk (5)

P̂k = APk−1A
T +Q (6)

Equation (7) defines the Kalman gain to moderate the
prediction process, while (8) updates the new state (i.e. the
new final slowdown) estimate with the last measurement.
In turn, (9) updates the new final error estimate. These
three equations together express the discrete Kalman filter
measurement update:

K = P̂kH
T (HP̂kH

T +R)−1 (7)

βk = β̂k +K(zk −Hβ̂k) (8)

Pk = (I −KH)P̂k (9)



2) Linear Regression-Based (LR) Completion Estimator:
Regression analysis [8] is a common used statistical proce-
dure to model relationships between variables. Its purposeis
to predict dependent variableY on the basis of explanatory
variableX . Linear Regression Analysis (LRA) represents a
simple form of regression analysis, and can be applied when
the dependent variable is a linear function of explanatory
variables. So, a straight line relationship fits the data satis-
factory, in whichY = aX+b is the estimated line. The best
parametersa andb can be determined using algorithms such
as Least Mean Squares (LMS). Thea parameter represents
the slope, andb is the intercept.

3) KFLR: The proposed mechanism to estimate if a
executing task finishes before it’s deadline is shown in Fig.1
and leverages the KF and LR. KF is used to eliminate (Gaus-
sian distributed) unpredictable disturbances in the slowdown
estimates of running tasks. Slowdown estimates are provided
by state-of-the-art tools [14], at constant sampling intervals.
Then, the filtered slowdown samples are used as input of
the LR estimator, so as to predict the tasks completion
time, with more precision. The LR determines the remaining
workload for the lastψ sampling intervals based on filtered
ψ slowdown estimates and measured CPU used by the task.
Theseψ remaining workload estimates are then used to
fill Y axis, and theψ instants in which these estimates
are observed is represented in theX axis. Then, based
on the LRA equation, we calculate the value ofXt for
Y = 0 (i.e. no remaining workload to process):Xt = −b/a.
Basically,Xt represents the time in which taskt is predicted
to accomplish. IfXt > tdeadline then an adaptation of the
VMs to PMs mapping is triggered.

D. Scheduling Algorithm

The presented algorithm is based on [2] to deal with
the slowdown of applications. We assume that each task
t requires a minimum of resources,min r(t), defined as
the ratio of its workloadW (t, µ) to the deadlined(tn),
as well as a maximum amount of resources,max r(t), to
execute at maximum speed and which value is defined by the
user. Tasks are to be scheduled in this priority, according to
their reason of submission: (i) under performance; (ii) new
tasks; (iii) power-inefficient PM. Reason (iii) is handled with
migration, and (i) is solved with expansion, or migration
in case of expansion failure due to scarcity of resources.
Strategy followed by the scheduler is guided by (10)–(13).

Figure 1: Performance interference detection block.
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β̄i if task t is new

βi(t) if expanding task






βi(t) if βi(t) > β̄i

β̄i otherwise

if migrating task

,

where β̄i =

∑n−1
k=1 βi(tk)

n− 1
(10)

is the slowdown to use in (11)–(13), and is considered in
assignment of physical resources to tasks. Its value depends
on the reason why the algorithm is invoked. If we are
scheduling a task for the very first time, thenβ = β̄i ob-
served in each candidate PM. The slowdownβ̄i is calculated
based on slowdown experienced by then−1 co-located tasks
in PM i. For expansion, the slowdown considered is task’s
βi(t). The policy applied in case of migration is to choose
the biggest of the two: (i) slowdown experienced by the task,
or (ii) average slowdown in each candidate PM. Knowing
β, we can now estimate the additional amount of resources
(in terms of CPU)∆ri(tn, β) to assign to tasktn to absorb
the slowdown.

∆ri(tn, β) =
W (tn, µ)× β

d(tn)− µ−mei

(11)

wheremei defines the migration time in case of migration.
Selection of PMs to execute the tasks is ruled by (12)–(13).

ri(tn) + ∆ri(tn, β) +

n−1∑

k=1

ri(tk) ≤ Ci (12)

imposes that a PMi is candidate to host a tasktn at timeµ,
if the amount of resources required by that task, increased
by a supplementary amount of resources which depends on
slowdownβ, plus the overall resources required by all co-
hosted tasks{t1, ..., tn−1}, do not exceed node’s capacity
Ci. For new, and expanding tasks,mei = 0.





(ri(tn) + ∆ri(tn, β))× (d(tn)− µ−mei) ≥W (tn, µ),

ri(tn) ≤ max r(tn)

(13)

defines that a tasktn can be scheduled, or migrated, to
a PM i at time µ + mei, if: (i) it provides the minimum
resourcesri(tn) + ∆ri(tn, β) required by the task, during



the d(tn)− µ−mei time interval; (ii) and requiredri(tn)
is less thanmax r(tn) to execute by its deadline.

The pseudo-code for Performance- and Power-Aware Re-
laxed Time Task Execution (PP-RTTE) strategy is shown in
Algorithm 1. At line 3, it eliminates tasks with negative slack
time (i.e. difference betweend(tn) and minimum execution
time), and, for each reason (line 4), it sorts remaining ones
in the ascending order according to slack time. Next, the
algorithm picks up the first task in the list (priority reason,
and least slack time), and proceeds according to the reason
of scheduling. A task is scheduled in the PM that fulfils
(12)–(13) and improves more (2). In the end, the algorithm
applies the cap parameter from the Xen credit scheduler
[15] to assign tasks the strict necessary amount of CPU
to complete within their deadlines. During execution, cap
parameter can be dynamically updated, in order to explore
the available fraction of CPU in the physical server. For
a task under performance, line 7 tries to assign additional
resources. If current PM does not provide enough resources,
the adaptation process reverts to a migration (line 8). If
migration is infeasible due to time constraints, line 16 simu-
lates migration away of co-located task with the higher slack
time (line 11) so as to release resources. Line 17 verifies if
resizing of the VM is now possible. If it is, the algorithm
saves the new configuration (line 18), and continues to the
next task in the list (line 5). Otherwise, it repeats the cycle
at line 10. Job queue is updated as migrations occur. Jobs
unscheduled due to scarcity of resources are postponed.

V. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SIMULATION SCENARIO

This section presents the metrics used to assess algorithms
performance, and describes workloads characteristics.

A. Performance Metrics

We apply three metrics, namely: (i) completion rate of
users’ jobs (14); (ii) the ratio of useful Mflop processed to
the energy consumption (15); (iii) and working efficiency
(16).

RJ =
JC
JS

(14)

measures the completion rate of jobs, as the ratio of com-
pleted jobsJC with respect to the number of submitted jobs
JS . A job is considered completed if all its tasks are finished
by their deadlines.

EM =

∑x

j=1 θj ×
∑n

t=1Wt

∑
f

s=1

∑
u

i=1

Pi

u

✚✚f
×✚✚f × 60

, θj =

{
1, if completed

0, otherwise

(15)

is the amount of energy consumed, in Joule, to produce
useful work. It is calculated by dividing the sum of all tasks’
workloads, of successfully completed jobs, by the overall

Algorithm 1 PP-RTTE Scheduling
1: function PP-RTTE(pmList, jobList)
2: map← NULL
3: jobList.taskList.removeNegativeSlack()
4: jobList.taskList.sortTasksInReasonBySlack()
5: for all task ∈ jobList.taskList do
6: if task.reasonIsUnderPerformance() then
7: if task.tryExpanding() = FALSE then
8: tmap.add(getPeffPM(pmList, task))
9: end if

10: while tmap.taskNotFound(task) do
11: tt← task.getNextCohostedTask()
12: if tt == NULL then
13: tmap← NULL
14: break
15: end if
16: tmap.add(getPeffPM(pmList, tt))
17: if task.tryExpanding() = TRUE then
18: map.add(tmap)
19: break
20: end if
21: end while
22: else
23: map.add(getPeffPM(pmList, task))
24: end if
25: jobList.taskList.removeTasks(map)
26: end for
27: end function

energy consumption, which is calculated by multiplying the
average power consumption (i.e. for all active physical nodes
u, at all sample timesf ), with the number of sample times
f , times 60 (since samples are taken per minute).

EW =

∑f
s=1

∑
u

i=1
EPi

u

f
× RJ , ∀u ≤ h (16)

quantifies the useful work done (i.e.RJ ) by the consumed
power. It is determined by multiplying (14) with (3), for all
active physical nodesu, at all sample timesf . Maximiz-
ing the working efficiency implies to diminish the power
consumption and to increase the number of completed jobs.

B. Workloads Characteristics

We have created a set of 3614 synthetic jobs, and a total
of 10357 tasks, which characteristics follow the last version
of Google Cloud tracelogs [1]. Basically, 75% of jobs run
one task only, and most of the jobs have less than 28. Jobs
inter-arrival time is 4 seconds, each with a medium length of
3 minutes. The majority of jobs run in less than 15 minutes.
Moreover, the jobs inter-arrival time, tasks length, tasksCPU
capacity requirements, and number of tasks per job, are
modelled using a Lognormal distribution. CPU usage per



task varies from near 0% to around 25%. Most of the tasks
use less than 2.5% of the node’s RAM. VMs are randomly
assigned with RAM sizes of 256, 512 and 1024 MB. Each
task deadline is rounded up to 10% more of its minimum
necessary execution time.

C. Simulation Setup

1) System Parameters:We have simulated a cloud in-
frastructure composed of 50 homogeneous PMs. The CPU
capacity of PMs was considered to be 800 Mflops. The con-
suming power of fully loaded physical nodes was considered
to be 250 W. Thep1 andp2 parameters in (1) were set up
to 70% and 30% of full power consumption, respectively.
VMs migration overhead ({8, 10, 12} seconds) depend on
their assigned RAM. For power-efficiency objective [6], the
size of the sliding-window was set to 5 minutes, each sample
taken at 1 minute intervals, and withτ = 0.5 and threshold
γ = 3. Fluctuations in slowdown samples provided by
upstream slowdown meter followed a normal distribution.
For KF, we assumed a constant value for process noise
covarianceQ = 5×10−4 and measurement noise covariance
R = 0.22. The line for LR is determined based onψ = 2
samples. Less number of points leads to slowdown estimator
to react faster. The simulated amplitude of interference
can vary from almost 0% to about 50%, and differs for
each VM depending on the number of co-hosted VMs,
and according to a randomly generated value that follows
a normal distribution.

2) Comparative Slowdown Detection Mechanisms:We
have implemented three other common mechanisms for
comparison purposes. For all mechanisms, analysis of slow-
down samples is performed over a sliding window con-
taining 5 samples per minute, taken at constant intervals.
The threshold was set up to 10% more of tasks mini-
mum necessary execution time. For the first one, Simple
ThresholD (STD), VM adaptation is triggered if 3 slowdown
data samples exceed the specified threshold. The second
mechanism, Average ThresholD (ATD), determines first the
average slowdown from samples within the window, and
triggers a condition if the average value exceeds the specified
threshold. The third approach, Extended ThresholD (ETD),
calculates the average slowdown from samples within 3
consecutive windows (each window differing from the prior
one in one sample), and invokes the scheduling algorithm if
the average result exceeds the mentioned threshold.

3) Comparative Scheduling Algorithms:We have im-
plemented two other algorithms for comparison purposes,
namely: (i) Optimistic Best-Fit (OBFIT) [4]; and (ii) Relaxed
Time Task Execution (RTTE) [2]. Due to constraints of
space, algorithms will not be explained here. They do not
consider tasks’ slowdown.

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section discusses the performance results for the
various simulations. First, we compare the algorithms’ per-

formance in the absence of slowdown, and then we applying
performance interference among co-hosted tasks. Last sec-
tion combines proposed KFLR with scheduling algorithm.

A. Performance of the Scheduling Algorithms

In Table I is shown the results for algorithms’ perfor-
mance, in the absence of slowdown, but considering power-
efficiency optimization. Results show that PP-RTTE and
RTTE algorithms behave equal. PP-RTTE achieves the best
completion rate of jobs, together with OBFIT, but improves
more the energy efficiency and working efficiency. This
means that PP-RTTE strategy can produce the same work
as OBFIT, but for less energy. The reason is that PP-RTTE
achieves higher levels of consolidation (VMs / PM) due to
the use of cap parameter from the Xen credit scheduler,
running more VMs in each PM, thus consuming less energy.

In table II is registered the results for same schedul-
ing algorithms, but applying performance interference. PP-
RTTE algorithm is combined with the KFLR slowdown
estimator to deal with possible slowdown situations. The
upstream slowdown meter provides slowdown data samples
with an average slowdown error of 10%, and standard
deviation of 20%. As observed, the two algorithms that do
not consider the slowdown due to performance interference
degrade substantially. In particular, RTTE degrades more due
to high levels of consolidation. In turn, PP-RTTE strategy
is able to maintain similar levels of completion rate of
jobs, outperforming OBFIT and RTTE algorithms in more
than 158%. Moreover, the number of active physical servers
increased compared to Table I, which is understandable if
we recall that PP-RTTE assigns additional CPU resources to
VMs in order to maintain the required levels of performance.
Furthermore, the number of running VMs per time unit
increased as well, since tasks execute for longer and new
tasks continue being submitted. More tasks means more
opportunities to improve power-efficiency (higher level of

Table I: Performance of scheduling algorithms, without
slowdown (with power optimization).

Algorithm RJ (%) EM EW (%) VMs/PM

OBFIT 100.00 0.0524 73.57 14.51

RTTE 100.00 0.0531 74.82 15.70

PP-RTTE 100.00 0.0531 74.82 15.70

Table II: Performance of scheduling algorithms, with in-
terference among co-hosted tasks (noisy slowdown samples
with average error of 10%, and standard deviation of 20%).

Algorithm RJ (%) EM EW (%) VMs/PM

OBFIT 37.43 0.0027 24.58 13.60

RTTE 12.25 0.0012 9.21 15.94

PP-RTTE 96.49 0.0368 75.27 16.13



consolidation), which explains why working efficiencyEW

remains almost unchanged. Despite the higher level of con-
solidation, which induces more interference, it is interesting
to observe that PP-RTTE can even though complete more
jobs. This explain why PP-RTTE is capable of doing more
work for less energy, as evidenced byEM andEW .

B. Performance of the Slowdown Estimators

In Fig. 2 is depicted a comparison of performance
achieved by tested slowdown estimators. Simulations were
carried out by combining different slowdown detector alter-
natives with PP-RTTE algorithm, which performs better as
seen in section VI-A. Upstream slowdown meter provides
slowdown samples with an average slowdown error of 10%,
and standard deviation of 20%. In Fig. 2(a) we see that
KFLR completes more than 96% of jobs, which represents
about 7% more relatively to LR, and about 52% more
than so common applied STD method. Both STD and ATD
methods seem to respond quickly to threshold violations,
since they trigger almost 50% more of VMs migrations,
leading to inferior rate of completed jobs due to migration
overhead. Moreover, they consume more energy than all the
other alternatives as well. In turn, ETD seem to react too
late, triggering VMs migrations when tasks are no longer
capable of complete by their deadlines. As expected, KFLR
achieves superior performance than all the other estimator
techniques. Comparing this technique with the specific case
of using only LR, the better results for KFLR comes from
the removal of noise from slowdown samples before its use
from LR. Moreover, KFLR reduces the average slowdown
estimated error in 25% compared to LR. Fig. 2(b) and Fig.
2(c) quantify the useful work done by the consumed energy
and power, respectively. Again, we observe that KFLR is
the estimator that performs better, delivering more work, for
less energy consumption. Regarding other estimators, this
property suggests that KFLR provides higher confidence
levels, taking better decisions despite the noisy data, thus
completing more jobs and consuming equal or less energy.

C. Combining PP-RTTE scheduler and KFLR estimator

The slowdown meter proposed by Dwyer et al. [14]
is referred as having an Average Slowdown Error (ASE)
of 10%, which is the value we have used so far. Other
researchers propose alternatives, with different ASEs [11].
We now evaluate the performance of PP-RTTE combined
with KFLR, while varying AES in samples provided by the
upstream slowdown meter. Table III shows the evolution for
all considered metrics, average estimated system slowdown
β̄, and average Estimated Error (EE), this last determined
by the difference between real and estimated slowdown. As
we could expect, the higher the uncertainty in slowdown
data samples provided by upstream slowdown meters, the
more difficult to take the right decision (EE reaches higher
values as uncertainty increases). This explains why the

(a) Completion rate of users jobs.

(b) Energy efficiency.

(c) Working efficiency.

Figure 2: Comparison among slowdown detection mech-
anisms, applied to PP-RTTE scheduling algorithm (noisy
slowdown samples with average error of 10%, and standard
deviation of 20%).

completion rate of users jobs decreases, with consequent
negative impact in energy efficiency and working efficiency,
as ASEs augments. However, an important remark from
results is that if we consider that upstream slowdown meters
[14] can estimate slowdown of applications with an ASEs of
10%, and that in real-world environments the SLA contract
terms allow a mean performance degradation of 1%–5% [9],
then our mechanism can be applied effectively.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a performance enforc-
ing mechanism, composed of a slowdown estimator, and
a scheduling algorithm. The slowdown estimator collects
noisy slowdown samples provided by general state-of-the-



Table III: Performance of PP-RTTE + KFLR, while varying
the average slowdown error (ASE) in data samples.

ASE RJ (%) EM EW (%) β̄ EE(%)

5% 98.70 0.0397 77.58 16.39 4.36

10% 96.49 0.0368 75.27 19.50 4.86

15% 93.53 0.0339 71.67 23.09 4.50

20% 84.45 0.0252 61.91 26.30 5.24

25% 70.98 0.0192 55.26 29.70 13.21

art upstream slowdown meters, and invokes the scheduling
algorithm to handle tasks predicted to complete beyond
their deadlines. Considering that upstream slowdown meters
[14] can estimate slowdown of applications with an average
error of 10%, and that in real-world environments the SLA
contract terms allow a mean performance degradation of
1%–5% [9], our PP-RTTE + KFLR proposal can be applied
effectively to fulfil expected QoS of applications and reduce
energy costs in about 12%. As future work, we intend
to extend this proposal to schedule workflows. Moreover,
we intend to consider physical servers reliability, which
has become an important concern as data centers grow in
size and in complexity. Construction of fault-tolerant virtual
clusters is crucial to fulfil applications QoS requirements.
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